We introduce the driven discrete time quantum walk, where walkers are added during the walk instead of only at the beginning. This leads to interference in walker number and very different dynamics when compared to the original quantum walk. These dynamics have two regimes, which we illustrate using the one-dimensional line. Then, we explore a search application which has certain advantages over current search protocols, namely that it does not require a complicated initial state nor a specific measurement time to observe the marked state. Finally, we describe a potential experimental implementation using existing technology.
Introduction
Quantum walks (QW) are the quantum extension of the classical random walk with a quantum walker replacing the classical walker [1, 2] . When compared to the classical case they exhibit very different properties due to the interference of the walker with itself. This is ubiquitously manifested in the faster spreading of the walker (ballistically) throughout a topology (i.e. 1D line, 2D lattice) when compared to a classical walker which moves diffusely. A QW on the one-dimensional line with the walker initially localised at a central position evolves in time to a probability distribution with two lobes moving ballistically away from the origin, whereas a classical walker produces a Gaussian probability distribution, which is characteristic of a diffusion process.
There has been various theoretical and experimental progress in QWs. Theoretically QWs have been shown to be universal for quantum computation [3, 4] , forming an implementation of the Grover search algorithm [5] and other search algorithms [6] . They have also been used to model transport processes such as quantum heat transport [7] and percolation [8] . Various experimental implementations have also been explored in optical delay loops [9, 10, 11] , trapped atoms [12] , microwave scattering [13] and waveguide arrays [14, 15, 16, 17] .
QWs come in two different forms; continuous-time and discrete-time quantum walk (CTQW & DTQW) [18, 19] . CTQWs are described by a Hamiltonian, such as a collection of coupled oscillators, and evolve under the Schrödinger equation. In DTQWs the walkers have an internal state, called a coin state, and evolve iteratively by the discrete application of two unitary operations, the coin operator and the step operator. We recently described a new type of continuous time quantum walk where walkers can be coherently created and destroyed throughout the walk [20] , which we termed a driven QW. This work was motivated by a new experimental realisation of QW in waveguide arrays with a nonlinear down-conversion process [21] and is similar to previous work where walkers were incoherently added at each time step [22] .
In this paper we extend our work on driven QWs and introduce a new type of quantum walk, the driven discrete-time quantum walk (DDTQW), where extra walkers are added during the walk. This paper is structured as follows: In the next section we describe the theory of DTQW. Following that we introduce the new type of quantum walk, called a driven quantum walk, in the discrete-time formalism. Next we explore a driven QW version of the Grover search algorithm and its advantages over the original algorithm. Finally we look at possible experimental implementations of this idea.
Theory of DTQW
A DTQW takes place on a topology of connected vertices, typically a 1D-line or a 2D lattice. The walker(s) that moves on this topology, called the position space {|x }, has an internal state, the coin space. The walker evolves iteratively by applying the coin operator,Ĉ, (acting solely upon the coin space) that 'flips' the coin, and then a step operator,Ŝ, that moves the walker in a direction that depends upon the state of the coin. The walker's wavefunction at time t is described by |φ t , which evolves according to,
and can be written as,
where |C is the coin space, |x is the position space and a c,x,t are complex coefficients. We term the basis that (2) is written in the 'physical basis' and this is the basis in which measurements typically are performed. At the end of the walk (t=T) the probability distribution of the walker's position, P (x) = c |a c,x,T | 2 , is the main figure of interest and shows different dynamics than the classical random walk [1, 2] .
In this paper we will also describe the QW in the eigenbasis of the operators, as this allows for easy analytical calculations. This eigenbasis diagonalizes the above dynamics of the coin and position space, and the evolution operator is now:
where {Ê j } are the set of eigenoperators andT is the transformation that takes the state from the physical basis {|C |x } to the eigenbasis
The eigenvectors |E j ofŜĈ form the columns ofT with eigenvalues {e i ω j }, ω j being termed the eigenfrequencies. The eigenstates are combinations of the coin and position states,
where the number of eigenstates is N = |C| × |x| (| . | is the size of that state space). The dynamics of the original quantum walk become straightforward to solve in the eigenmode basis,
Driven DTQW
Now we extend the DTQW to include the possibility to create and destroy walkers during the walk. We refer to this case as driven DTQW. In this description we do not have a definite number of walkers but use instead the average number of walkers, i.e. walker intensity, as our alternative measure of walker number. We assume our walkers to be indistinguishable bosons and will use the bosonic annihilation and creation operators in describing the system dynamics. Hereâ † c,x is the creation operator for a photon (walker) with coin state 'c' at position 'x'. The action of the coin (Ĉ) onâ,â † is,
where the C ij are elements of the coin operator. The coin operator could also be position dependent (Ĉ x ), which we will make use of later in the paper. The action of the step operator is,Ŝâ
These operators are Gaussian operations and can be generated from multimode beamsplitter Hamiltonians [23] that describe the original passive DTQW. Eigenoperators for creation and annihilation of photons can also be defined,
and the action of the operatorÊ on them is given bŷ
In order to generate our walker creation/destruction we will use the displacement operator,D
where α c,x is the amplitude of the displacement operator for a particular mode {c, x}. For multiple modes the total displacement operator is simply the product of the individual operators. The dynamics of the original DTQW (after t steps) in the physical basis can then be written with the inclusion of the displacement operator as,
with j = {c, x}. In typical experiments the initialD(α j ) is localized on a single position, i.e. x = 0, with a certain coin state i.
In this paper we study the new walk, which we term a driven DTQW, where we now inject walkers at each time-step of the walk, instead of just at the start of the walk. In this case the wavefunction evolves according to,
The α j will determine which eigenmodes the pump couples to and the time dependence decides which eigenmode is phase-matched, i.e. an eigenmode where the walkers accumulate in time. At the end of the walk dynamics we will be interested in the intensity of walker distribution, I c,x = â
We now wish to compare the DDTQW, (13) , to the traditional quantum walk by the re-ordering of the operatorsŜĈ andD to resemble the original DTQW, (12), i.e. state creation followed by the walk operators.
Comparison to original walk
Our method to compare the two walks relies on re-arranging the evolution operators of the walk to order them in such a way that all the displacement operators,D, are to the right of the walk operators,ŜĈ. To do this we analyze the walk in the eigenbasis which makes solving the dynamics simple, as we will discuss in the following section.
The eigenoperatorÊ j can be written using the operatorsÂ † j andÂ j aŝ
The displacement operatorD(α c,x ) for the individual, physical sites {c, x} will be transformed to the displacement operator for the eigenmodes,D E (α j ). A single step for the driven QW in the eigenmode basis is now,
where |Φ E t =T |φ t , the state in the eigenbasis. For t steps, starting from the initial vacuum state, this is
We now wish to order expression (16) such that all the displacement operators are to the right of the walk operators, i.e.
where |φ 0 is the 'initial' state generated by the action of the displacement operators on the vacuum state (in the physical basis). This now resembles the traditional quantum walk with an initial state of walkers propagating under the quantum walk operatorŝ SĈ.
Using standard relations for the evolution of the annihilation/creation operator [24] , we can write the following for the displacement operator,
i.e. the displacement operator acquires a phase as it is re-ordered with the phase operator (different eigenmodes commute, acquiring no extra phase). To illustrate,
where the product of the displacement operators will yield a final (yet to be determined) displacement operator,D(α F ). We have now re-ordered the expression so that it resembles (17), the original DTQW, where state creation is followed by the QW dynamics. This 'initial state' will in general be de-localized in physical space and therefore using a driven QW a wider class of states can be created and utilised in the walk dynamics. We are now interested in the product of the displacement operators, D(α F ), as they determine the dynamics of the walk. The amplitude of theD E (α j ) can be controlled by the pump shape in the physical basis,D(α c,x ). In general the α j,t will have a step dependent phase that counter-acts the action of the phase operator and below we will show how this is crucial for the dynamics of the driven QW.
Dynamics of the DDTQW
We now focus on the dynamics of products of displacement operators for a single eigenmode,
where we assume a linear step dependent phase α j,t = |α j | exp(iφ t), and we term ∆ j = φ−ω j the phase-mismatch. The phase mismatch is important as it determines the dynamics of the driven QW. The intensity of eigenmode that is phase matched (∆ j = 0) will grow quadratically in time, whereas phase mismatched modes (∆ j = 0) will oscillate between zero and a maximum intensity. We study these two situations below.
Dynamics of phase-matched modes
In this case the time-dependent phase added to the displacement operator would be equal to the eigenfrequency ω j of the mode, yielding ∆ = 0. An example of phase-matched displacement operators is,
where the 'in-phase' displacement operators add constructively and the intensity of walkers, in that eigenmode, grows quadratically, I = t 2 |α| 2 , with the number of steps of the driven QW. 
The final displacement operator after t steps is (for P = e i∆ = ±1)
The intensity of the mode oscillates in time with a frequency that depends upon the phase-mismatch,
In the next section we demonstrate these two regimes by simulating the dynamics of the driven DTQW on 1D topology.
Results on the 1D line
In this section we illustrate the DDTQW by exploring the dynamics on a 1D line, where we plot the intensity of walkers at each physical vertex, and also the intensity of the walkers in the eigenbasis. The walker has two coin states, R(ight) and L(eft), with 5 vertices and reflecting coin operations at the two ends of the chain. The reflecting coins at the boundary vertices are,σ
and the middle three vertices have the Hadamard coin,
We then add walkers to the central vertex at every time step. The walkers that enter at the t th step are in a coherent state, |α|e −iω j t (amplitude |α| and time dependent phase ω j t), with a single coin state, 'R'. It is this frequency ω j that we vary in our simulations, as it corresponds to the eigenfrequency of a particular eigenmode j as described in the previous section. By varying the eigenfrequency different eigenmodes are phase-matched, creating photons in those eigenmodes and thus different physical modes for measurement. We plot the intensity in both bases throughout the walk. Figure 1 shows the dynamics where the walkers are added to the central position with a phase that corresponds to a particular eigenfrequency, namely j = 1. Figure  1(a) shows the walker dynamics at each physical site (after tracing over the coin states), while figure 1(b) shows the dynamics in the eigenmode basis. It can be seen clearly that only the phase-matched mode contributes to the dynamics, where, as expected, the intensity grows quadratically in time and the final photon number ≈ 6 photons.
For figure 2 we use the same walk topology with identical coin operations as before and we add the walkers in the same position. This time, however, we do not phase match to any eigenfrequency but at a frequency between the 1 st and 3 rd eigenfrequencies. The oscillations of the non-phase-matched dynamics can be clearly seen in both bases. The maximum intensity of photons in this regime, ≈ 0.3 photons , is much lower than in the previous, phase-matched case.
These plots show how the dynamics of the walk depend upon the time-dependent phase of the walkers entering the walk. Different phases lead to the walkers accumulating in different eigenmodes of the system and in turn different physical modes of the system. In the next section we discuss an application of these phase-matched dynamics, a search protocol based on the Grover search algorithm. Following that we propose an experimental implementation of this one-dimensional line and a two-dimensional lattice using an existing optical time-delay loop architecture.
Driven DTQW search
In this section we apply the DDTQW idea to the QW version of the Grover search algorithm and construct a driven search algorithm. We will start with the QW-scheme for Grover's search developed by Ambainis, Kempe and Rivosh (AKR) [5] . The AKR scheme performs Grover's search on a DTQW with periodic boundary conditions, with the Grover matrix as the coin operator,
at every vertex except for the marked vertex, which has the identity coin −Î 4 , and the step operator has an additional σ x term after it (called the flip-flop step operator by AKR). The initial state is a coherent, uniform distribution over all vertex and coin states which then evolves under the operatorÛ =ŜĈ. This evolves the extended state into one localised on the marked vertex in a time proportional to √ N ( √ N lnN for a 2D lattice), where N is the total number of vertices of the lattice.
Here we use an extension of the AKR scheme introduced by Hein and Tanner [25, 26] to propose a driven search algorithm for the QW Grover search. Hein and Tanner introduce M positions on the d-dimensional lattice marked with the same coin (−I 4 ) and analysed the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this lattice. They show that the dynamics of this system can be reduced to a (M +1)-level system comprising a single extended state over all vertices and M states that are localized on the marked vertices. The Hamiltonian of this reduced (M +1)-level system is given by an 'arrowhead' matrix, which represents the topology of a star graph (a graph with a single central hub and M 'leaves' connected to this hub only) and its eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be given analytically. There is such an eigenvector that only has support on the leaves of the graph, has an eigenvalue of unity (an eigenfrequency ω = 0) and is independent of the position of the marked vertices. The other eigenvectors of interest in the system have frequencies that scale as √ N lnN (for a 2d lattice) and √ N for higher dimensions [25, 26] and are also independent of the marked vertices position. We now apply the driven DTQW to the above scheme by examining a twodimensional (N = 11 × 11) lattice with two vertices marked with the same coin, one whose position is known (at x=y=6), called the central vertex. Another vertex, called the target vertex, is randomly positioned on the lattice (here we use x=y=10 for clarity, but other positions yield similar results). We will then pump walkers into the central vertex with a uniform distribution over all coin states (Left, Right, Up, Down) and with a time-dependent phase that corresponds to the correct eigenfrequency (ω = 0) added at each time step. We then need to run the driven QW for a minimum number of steps that depends upon the spectral gap between our eigenmode of interest and the closest eigenmode in frequency. For a 2D lattice this number of steps is √ N lnN = 11 2ln(11) ≈ 24.
In figure 3 we plot the distribution of the eigenvector of interest in the physical basis (tracing over the coin states), which is seen to be localized at the two marked vertices. Figure 4 shows the dynamics of the walker intensity during the DDTQW, in both the eigenbasis (dotted lines) and the physical basis (solid lines). The eigenvector of interest (Dotted, red line) is phase-matched and the closest eigenvectors in frequency (Dotted, blue line) are non-phase-matched. The walker intensity at the central vertex where the walkers enter is the solid red line and the intensity at the target mode is the solid blue line. Figure 5 shows the intensity distribution of walkers after 24 steps, where it can be seen that the two marked vertices have significantly different weight than other vertices, apart from the immediately surrounding ones. After more steps the walkers continue to accumulate in the marked vertices and the intensity distribution will tend to the eigenvector distribution. The advantages of this scheme is that it requires no extended initial state and also the walkers do not oscillate in-and-out of the marked vertex, thus we can measure at any time, after the initial waiting period. However, like another experimental scheme [13] , we have no reduction in the number of vertices needed so there is no resource advantage over the Grover search.
In the next section we describe an experimental implementation of the driven QW on the one-dimensional line and the two-dimensional lattice.
Proposal of Experimental Implementation
We will discuss an experimental setup that could be used to test the predictions of these models, giving a detailed explanation for a possible realisation in one dimension. This is followed by a brief description of the necessary modifications for a two-dimensional extension of the walk with emphasis on the search algorithm.
1-D Implementation
The implementation makes use of the time multiplexing-scheme of Schreiber et. al [9] in an optical time-delay loop, see figure 6 for a simple diagram. The principle of time multiplexing is based on fibre loop delays used for mapping the position information of the walker onto the time domain. Here a weak coherent pulse plays the role of the walker whose polarization acts as the internal degree of freedom for the coin space. The initial pulse whose polarization can be set by standard linear elements (HWP 0 ) in front of the setup enters the loop at a partially reflective mirror, the incoupler. The coin operation is then realised by a wave plate inside the loop (HWP 1 ) or an electrooptic modulator (EOM) fast enough to address each position separately. The EOM was previously used to introduce coin noise [9] and to remove edges in the underlying graph to realise percolated [8] and finite walks [27] . For the Grover search scheme the EOM will be used to generate the special coins for the marked vertices. After the polarization rotation the pulse is split at a polarizing beam splitter (PBS 1 ) and routed through fibres of different length such that the horizontal component obtains a delay of ∆τ compared to the vertical component which realises the step operation according to (1) . Before the pulses are fed back in the QW-loop a small portion of the light is coupled out to the detectors to measure the time evolution of the walker's wave function. For detection another PBS and two avalanche photo diodes with a high dynamic range are used offering polarization resolved measurements and reliable intensity information. In this scheme only pulses that have travelled exactly the same path result in the same time bin and accordingly will interfere with each other. This proves the setup to possess a high robustness against dephasing, a homogeneity over high step numbers and to be very resource efficient at the same time.
In a driven DTQW a new pulse will be added to the loop at every second time step (see marked positions in figure 7a ) such that it interferes with the pulses already in the setup (pulses entering on odd or even step number have different parity and will not interfere with one another). To achieve this we would use an additional external loop to produce the pulse train of the walkers with the desired phase and intensity properties (see figure 7b) . The critical aspects to this setup are the timing of new pulses entering the system, the relative phase and amplitude of each new pulse.
First, the separation time τ sep of the new walkers must be adapted to the round trip times τ RT of the setup, i.e. τ sep = 2τ RT + ∆τ for starting the new walkers always at position 0 (see figure 7a) using appropriate fibres and potentially a delay stage for the fine tunings.
Next, we have to add a relative phase which the pulses in the external loop (and thus the newly-added pulses) will gain after each round trip compared to the pulses of light in the QW-loop. A Soleil-Babinet-Compensator (SBC) adds a fixed phase Φ to the remaining pulse in each round trip necessary for the phase-matching as described in Section 3.2 and the experimental phase φ exp which the pulses in the QW-loop acquire during two steps. Only then the essential coherence between the new and old pulses is given to ensure their interference capability.
Third, the intensity of the new pulses has to be considered: when a horizontally polarised laser pulse enters the external loop it first passes an EOM, which represents the operatorÛ (θ) (for details see [8] ) This rotates a part of the horizontally (H) polarized light into vertically (V) polarised light and at the second PBS the remaining H-light leaves the preparation loop whereas the V-light stays within. The angle θ of the EOM defines the splitting ratio and thereby the intensity of the new walkers. The pulses in the setup experience a loss per round trip (typically l ≈ 50%) which reduces their intensity. Accordingly, each time a walker encountersÛ , θ has to be adapted to regulate its intensity matching to those pulses which have already suffered from the losses in the QW-loop. Of course the initial intensity of the laser pulse must be high enough to contain sufficient energy for the desired number of walkers. By this means we have now prepared a coherent pulse train to drive the QW, which can now -after setting its initial polarization (with e.g HWP 0 in figure 6 ) -be fed into the QW-loop.
2-Dimensional Quantum Walk and Search
The QW loop described above can be extended to a second dimension as demonstrated in [10] with adjustable position-dependent coin operations. A driven 2D QW based on this experimental setup is realisable by adapting the timings and splitting ratios in the preparation loop accordingly. However, when implementing a search algorithm periodic boundary conditions are essential, which is typically hard to realise in an experiment.
For walks of length N it is possible to imitate periodic boundary conditions by placing copies of the original lattice (including the marked vertex and the central, driven vertex) around it, see Fig. 8 . That means that the pulses which leave the main region (dark green) at one side have a copy which enters from the opposite side at the same time. Now the QW must be driven at several positions of the extended lattice (red dots in Fig. 8 ) at each step. This can be achieved by including a second loop in the preparation setup. It introduces a second time scale which can be matched to the position separation of the initial positions.
Conclusions
In this paper we have extended our recent, experimentally motivated, work in the area of continuous-time QW's with multiple walkers to the discrete-time case, describing what we term a driven DTQW. In this process the walkers, which are pulses of light, are coherently added at each time step of the walk, interfering with walkers already present. We analysed the dynamics in the eigenmode picture, as it was straight-forward to arrange the operators in a form that resembled the traditional QW dynamics. These dynamics relied on the product of displacement operators of the eigenmodes and we illustrated how eigenmodes of the system can either be phase-matched or not. Next, we demonstrated these dynamics with a numerical simulation of such a driven walk on a finite one-dimensional line with reflecting boundary conditions. Following this, we introduced a driven search algorithm based on the QW version of Grover's search. When the walkers enter with the correct phase, one that corresponds to an eigenmode that is predominantly located on the two marked vertices, the location of the unknown vertex Figure 8: Implementing periodic boundary conditions using copies of the original lattice (dark green region). The copies include the driving position (red dots) as well as the marked vertex (black crosses). The arrows indicate a pulse that leaves the original lattice to the right, when at the same time its copy enters it from the left imitating periodic boundaries.
